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THE RELATION BETWEEN PARENTS ATTENTION AND TIME MANAGEMENT STUDY AT HOME WITH LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT GEOGRAPHY STUDENTS OF CLASS X IPS SMA NEGERI 3 BANDAR LAMPUNG ACADEMIC YEAR 2014/2015
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This research was intended to know (1) the relation between parents attention and time management study at home with learning achievement geography, (2) the relation between parents attention with learning achievement geography, (3) the relation between time management study at home with learning achievement geography. The research using ex post facto. The population in this research is 137 students of class X IPS SMA Negeri 3 Bandar Lampung academic year 2014/2015. The sample of 102 students taken with proportional random sampling technique. The data were collected by observasi, questionnaires, documentation, and interview. The data analysis used product moment correlation and multiple correlation. The result indicated (1) there is positif relation and significant between parents attention and time management study at home with learning achievement geography, correlation coefficient 0,773, (2) there is positif relation and significant between parents attention with learning achievement geography, correlation coefficient 0,665, (3) there is positif relation and significant between time management study at home with learning achievement geography, correlation coefficient 0,622.
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